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In the present work forced convection flow in a channel partly filled with a porous media under
asymmetric heat flux, boundary condition has been investigated. The porous material is distributed on
the bottom wall of the channel. Darcy–Brinkman and LTNE model have been assumed in order to
solve momentum and energy equations, respectively. Fully developed conditions are considered in
order to solve velocity and the temperature fields. Due to the different configuration of porous media,
new velocity profiles are introduced. The Nusselt number (Nu) is deduced in terms of the porous
thickness(S), thermal conductivity ratio (k) and Darcy number (Da). The results illustrate that the fluid
temperature in the clear region declines when the porous thickness grows at constant k. The
temperature difference between the fluid phase and the solid phase decreases, as Bi increases. There
are two stages for variation of Nu number with S and the optimum Nusselt thicknesses of the porous
medium Sopt,Nu is found for different value of k and Bi. Moreover, at the particular value of S Nu
number is independent of Bi and k for each Da number.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
Heat transfer in porous media plays a crucial role in
many industrial devices such as heat exchangers in
petroleum engineering, filtration, geomechanics, and
storage of absorbed solar energy [1-5]. The fluid flow
and heat transfer in porous channels have been
extensively investigated because of the wide range of
potential engineering applications [6-8]. Uddin et al. [9]
investigated numerically the two-dimensional free
convective flows along an isothermal horizontal flat
plate located in a porous media. Noghrehabadi et al.
[10] investigated the natural convection of nanofluid
over a vertical cone in a porous medium. Poulikakos
and Kazmierczak [11] studied forced convection in a
channel whose walls are layered by a porous medium.
Forced-convection cooling in channels with filled
porous media was investigated by Rizk and Kleinstreuer
*Corresponding Author’s Email: miladtajik6@gmail.com (M. Tajik
Jamal-Abad)
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[12]. They found that the most net heat removal
achieved in low porosity and the pressure drop was
significantly higher when compared with the channel
without porous material. Nield and Kuznetsov [13]
investigated heat transfer in a channel filled with a
porous medium, with different solid conductivity. They
found that local thermal nonequilibrium is significant
when the solid conductivity is greater than the fluid
conductivity. Banerjee et al. [14] experimentally studied
heat transfer in a reticulated porous alumina heat
exchanger which was designed for a high-temperature
solar reactor. The momentum and energy equations in
the thermally developing region of iso-thermal parallelplates were solved by Dehghan et al. [15] and a new
dimensionless number is introduced in order to study
the intensity of the LTNE condition in the channel
flows. Andreozzi et al. [16] numerically studied thermal
storage for a high temperature in air solar system.
Dehghan et al. [17] analytically studied heat transfer in
thermally developing region of a pipe under constant
wall temperature condition. Forced convection in a solar
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receiver with porous media is investigated numerically
by Wang et al. [18]. The effect of radiation on heat
transfer over a permeable flat plate in a porous medium
was investigated by Mabood and Khan [19].
Channels partially filled with porous materials can
be used in many industries such as solar absorbers, fuel
cells, and compact heat exchangers. Using porous media
causes considerable pressure drops in a system. Hence,
the partial filling is a noteworthy way in order to elude
this negative effect. Alkam et al. [20] compared the
effect of using the porous material on one wall and on
both walls of the channel. the constant wall temperature
condition is assumed as a boundary condition. They
showed that for the low porous fraction the increase in
heat transfer is higher when the two walls are covered
equally with the porous material. Forced flow in a
parallel channel partially filled with a porous medium
with respect to the Darcy–Brinkman–Forchheimer
model was studied numerically by Jang and Chen [21].
Satyamurty and Bhargavi [22] studied heat transfer in a
thermally developing region of a channel and porous
material is deposited on one wall partially. The validity
of LTE in a partially filled porous material in a channel
has been studied analytically by Yang and Vafai [23].
There are two methods for modeling the energy
equation in a porous media, local thermal equilibrium
(LTE) and local thermal non-equilibrium (LTNE)
models. The LTE assume that solid and fluid
temperature is equal and there is no difference between
them. However, this assumption is not precise because
this temperature difference may be large in some cases.
Hence, using LTNE model seems to be more accurate.
Heat transfer in a channel partially filled with a porous
medium under the constant heat flux was studied by
Mahmoudi and Maerefat [24]. The local thermal nonequilibrium model and thermally developed condition
were deemed in order to acquire the exact solutions of
temperature fields inside the porous region and in the
clear region. Mahmoudi et al. [25] analytically studied
forced convection in a channel partially filled with a
porous medium in thermally and hydrodynamically
developing the region. They introduced an exact
solution for the solid and fluid temperature in both
regions.
In this study forced convection flow in a channel partly
filled with a porous media under asymmetric heat flux
boundary condition has been investigated. Porous
substrate has been inserted asymmetric in the channel
and attached to the lower plate.

temperature is kept at Tin. The following assumptions
are used in the analysis:
 Incompressible flow in the porous media is assumed.
 The steady-state fully developed forced convection
is desired.
 The effect of natural convection and the radiation on
heat transfer are neglected.
 It is assumed that there is different between the
temperature of the solid and fluid phases (LNTE
condition).
 The porosity of the medium is assumed to be
uniform and constant.
2. 1. Momentum Equations
For analytical
investigation two momentum equations are introduced.
Momentum equation in the clear region (hp<y<h0)


 2u f
p

0
x
y 2

(1)

Previous research illustrated that for Da<10-3 the
assumption of plug flow is valid in the porous medium
and the inertia term in the momentum equation is
insignificant [26]. Therefore, the Darcy-Brinkman
model can be declared for the momentum equation.
Momentum equation in the porous medium (0<y<hp)


 2u p 
p
 eff
 up  0
x
K
y 2

(2)

where u is the fluid velocity, K is the permeability, 
is viscosity and subscript of eff introduces effective
property.
2. 2. Energy Equations
Energy equation for the
fluid in the clear region (hp<y<h0)
 C pu f

T f 1

 kf

x

 2T f 1

(3)

y 2

The steady state energy balance equations of the solid
and fluid phases in the porous media region (0<y<hp)
are [27]:
 C pu p

T f 2

0  ks,eff

x

 k f ,eff

 2Ts
y 2

 2T f 2
y 2





 hsf asf Ts  T f 2

 hsf asf Ts  T f 2





2. GOVERING EQUATIONS
The schematic diagram of the problem is shown in
Figure 1. A porous foam is deposited on the inner wall
of the lower plate. At the entrance of the duct, the fluid
velocity is kept at a value of unite and the fluid

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the problem.

(4)

(5)
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Equations (4) and (5) are the energy equations for the
fluid and solid phases, respectively. In these equations
the subscripts ‘s’ and ‘f’ denote the solid and fluid
phases, respectively. T is temperature, cp is the specific
heat of the fluid phase at constant pressure, the
subscripts f1 and f2 represent the fluid phase in the clear
region and the porous medium, respectively. ks,eff and
kf,eff are effective thermal conductivities of the solid and
fluid phases given by:

k s ,eff  1   k s

(6)

k f ,eff  k f

hsf 

(8)

dp

1   ud p
kf 
 2  1.1Pr 3 
 
dp 







0.6 





(9)

dp is the particle diameter and Pr is the Prandtl number
2. 3. Boundary Condition
The boundary
conditions for the momentum equations are represented
by:
u f  0 at

y  h0

u f  u p , nf

u p

0

y

u f
y

(10)
 eff

u p
y

at y  0

at y  h p

y

kf



T f 1
y

Ts
 0,
y

at

y  hp

(16)

y0

(13)

T f 2
T f 1
Ts
 k f ,eff
 kf
 qint erface , at y  hp
y
y
y

qint erface  k f

T f 1  T f 2 , at

y  hp

(14)

(15)

There are two models to explain the constant heat flux
boundary at the porous-fluid interfac [28].
The first approach is to deem that heat is divided
into the two phases on the basis of their effective
conductivities and their corresponding temperature
gradients [24]. The second model is to assume that an

T f 1
y

y  hp

qinterface is the amount of heat flux transferred from the
clear flow to the porous medium.
2. 4. Normalization
The governing equations are
normalized and the following dimensionless variables
are introduced:
Y



ks,eff T  Tint erface
hp
y
u
,U  , S 
,
ho
ur
ho
qwh0



(18a)

The average velocity at the channel cross-section area is
depicted as:

h
1  hp
u p dy  o u f dy 

hp
ho  0






(19)

The non-dimensional momentum and energy equations
and their associated boundary conditions are:
Momentum equation in the clear region (S<Y<1)
0 1

 2U f
Y 2

(20)

Momentum equation in the porous medium (0<Y<S)
0 1

 qw , at y  h0

(17)

where

u
(12)

at

ks ,eff

(11)

where eff    and  is the porosity of the medium.
The boundary conditions for the energy equations are
represented by:
T f 2

T f 2  Ts  Tint erface ,

(7)

Specific surface area and the fluid-to-solid heat transfer
coefficient appearing in the energy equations are
expressed as [27]:
a sf  61   

equal amount of heat flux will be obtained by each of
the individual phases at the interface [28]. By using the
first approach, a good agreement between numerical and
experimental results have been found by Hwang et al.
[6] and Marafai and Vafai [8] have been found
analytical solutions for the temperature profiles and the
Nusselt number. In this research the first approach has
been used to describe the boundary condition at the
inter-face of the porous medium and the clear region.
Therefore:

 2U p U p

Da
Y 2

(21)

where Da is Darcy number Da  K ho2 and ur is a
characteristic velocity defined as:
 h2   p 
ur    o    and U  u ur
    x 



The associated boundary conditions are:
Uf 0

at Y  1

(22)
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U f  U p,
U p

U p
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Y
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(23)
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at Y  1

(28)

 f 1  0 at Y  S

(29)

 f 2  s  0 at Y  S

(30)
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The amount of heat flux at the interface of the porous
medium and the clear flow is obtained as:
1



C
D
 cosh(ZS )  1  sinh(ZS )  DaS
Z
Z
D
C
1
A
SDa  sinh( ZS )  (cosh( ZS )  1)  (1  S 3 )  (1  S 2 )  B(1  S )
2
2
6
2

(39)

The pressure drop can be calculated by defining the
friction factor [26]:
 p 

0.5u  x 
Dh

f 

The associated boundary conditions are:
f 1   k

and S is the ratio of porous

thickness to the channel height.
By using this integral the average velocity is:



Solid phase energy equation in the porous medium
(0<Y<S)
0  s (Y )  Bi s ( y)   f 2 ( y)

1 0.5
)
Da

U  SDa 

Fluid phase energy equation in the porous medium
(0<Y<S)
Up

(37)

where Z  (

Energy equation in the clear region (S<Y<1)
Uf

D   Da

2

(40)

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter and f is the friction
factor. It is worthwhile to mention that the pressure
gradient in the fully developed region is constant. The
friction factor which is derived from the characteristic
velocity (ur) is:
f 

(31)

8
U Re

(41)

where Re is a Reynolds number.
where k is the ratio of the effective thermal conductivity
of the solid to that of the fluid and Bi is the Biot number
Bi 

asf hsf h02
ks,eff

, k

ks,eff
k f ,eff

2. 5. Velocity Distribution
Solving ordinary
differential Equations (20) and (21) and applying
associated boundary conditions, hydrodynamics of the
present problem can be obtained. Velocity distributions
of the fluid in the clear region.
1
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S3
S2
1 A

A
B
 S    B U 
24
6
2
6 2


(44)

(34)

In the above equations A and B are constant parameters
which are defined by Equations (33) and (34).

(32)

Within the porous region:
U p  C sinh(ZY )  D cosh(ZY )  Da

2. 5. Temperature Distribution (Local Thermal
Equilibrium)
2. 5. 1. Clear Region
The temperature distribution
of the flow in the clear region can be calculated by
Integrating the ordinary differential Equation (29)

(35)

(36)

2. 5. 2. Porous Region
When the local temperature
difference is not negligible between the two phases The
LNTE model based on two-equation model is valid.
Utilizing the LNTE model, the internal heat exchange
between the solid phase and the fluid phase is taken in
to account and there is different significant between the
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temperature of the solid and fluid phases ( Ts  T f ). Both
energy equations have two unknown functions and by
two times derivative of Equations (26) and (27) with
respect to Y, both of them involving one unknown
function.

(4)
f 2 (Y )  Bi (1  k ) f 2 (Y ) 

(4)
s (Y )  Bi (1  k )s (Y ) 

k
 BiU p (Y )  U p (Y ) 

U

k
BiU p (Y )
U

U p (S )

s (S )  0

U

 kBi 1   1  k  

(49)

s (0)  Bi 1   1  k  

(50)

With respect to the appropriate boundary conditions
(Equations (47-50)), two ordinary differential equations
(Equations (45-46)) can be easily solved and the
temperature distribution for the fluid and solid phases
within the porous region are reaped
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The Nusselt number at the

for S  1

(58)

for S  1

(59)

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel and
equal to 2h0. By using normalized parameters the
Nusselt number can be written:
Nu 

2 k

 w  m 

for S  1

(60)
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where  w and m are the non-dimensional
temperature for fluid at the channel wall and the nondimensional mean temperature, respectively. They are
defined as follows:
w   f 1

Y 1
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2
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2. 6. Nusselt Number
channel wall is defined:

Moreover, by derivative of Equations (26) and (27) and
applying them at Y=0 and and using boundary condition
(35) are expected as follow:
f 2 (0)  k

(56)

2

(46)

(48)

U p (0)

cosh( S )   1

In the above equations C and D are constant parameters
which are defined by Equations (40) and (41).

(47)

U

 cosh( Y )

(45)

These equations can be solved by applying four
boundary conditions. New boundary conditions should
be derived in order to solve Equations (45) and (46).
Therefore, by applying Equations (26) and (27) at Y=S
and using boundary condition (30) result in
f 2 ( S )  k
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Through some algebraic manipulations, it can be shown
that:
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where

where
Uz  C sinh(ZY )  D cosh(ZY )

(53)
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substrate thickness (S) on the axial velocity for Da=10-3
and Da=10-5 is illustrated in Figure 4 The most
outstanding feature of figure is that the axial velocity in
the clear region near the wall and porous-fluid interface
increases by growing the porous layer thickness.
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Where

  C cosh(ZS )  D sinh(ZS )

(72)

Figure 2. the axial velocity profile of the present study for
S=1 and S=0, (a) Da=10-3, (b) Da=10-5

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
3. 1. Validation
The present analytical velocity
distribution for S=1and S=0 is compared with Previous
research [8] and is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that
for both Darcy number, Da=10-3 and Da=10-5 there is
an excellent agreement between the present result and
Ref. [8]. Figure 3 depicts analytical temperature
distribution for S=1 and Bi=0.5 at two different Da
number and k value. It is clear that there is acceptable
agreement between the present result and Marafie [8].
This means that, results can be relied for other porous
substrate thickness value. Furthermore Table 1 is shown
that there is an excellent agreement between the
computed fully developed Nusselt number and
analytical solution of Nusselt number for small Da
(Da=10-8) [24]. It is worthwhile to mention that the
Nusselt number of channel is twice the Nusselt number
for a channel with an insulation side.
3. 2. Velocity Distribution
In this study, the
results are presented for a broad range of Da number
and a constant porosity (   0.9 ).The effect of porous

Figure 3. Temperature distributions for the fluid and solid
phases of present study
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TABLE 1. The Nu number of present study and Ref. [24] and
Ref. [8] for S=1, Da=10-8.
k

Bi

Nu(Ref. [8])

Nu(Ref. [24])

2Nu(present
study)

100

0.01

16.759

16.756

16.76

100

1

329.819

329.753

329.89

0.01

0.01

12.000

11.998

12

0.01

1

12.034

12.032

12.037

Figure 4. Effect of porous substrate thickness on the axial
velocity profile, (a) Da=10-3 and (b) Da=10-5

In fact, because of hydraulic resistance of the porous
region against the flow, most of the fluid passes through
the clear region. The location of the maximum velocity
shifts towards the wall by growing S. However, the gap
between porous medial and channel wall in a certain
porous medium thickness becomes too small and fluid is
forced to flow through the porous region, so the
maximum velocity decrease. A comparison between
two figures brings out that the axial velocity in the
porous substrate increases when Da number increases in
spite of the fact that the maximum velocity in the clear
region increases by decreasing Da number. This is due
to the fact that at lower Da numbers the porous region
becomes dense and the fluid is forced to escape to the
clear region.
3. 3. Temperature Distributions
The
dimensionless temperature distributions for different
values of Bi and k at S=0.9 are shown in Figure 5 for
high Darcy number (Da=10-3). The outstanding feature
of graphs is that, for constant value of k, the temperature

difference between the fluid phase and the solid phase is
larger for low Bi number. In fact as Bi increases, the
internal heat exchange between two phases increases,
hence the temperature difference declines (Figure 5(a)).
Moreover, at low value of k, although the solid
temperature distribution changes significantly by
increasing Bi, the fluid temperature distribution remains
constant approximately (Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(a)).
The contrast pattern can be seen at high value of k, as Bi
reduces the fluid temperature distribution decreases
considerably. However, there is no change is observed
for the solid temperature distribution (Figure 5(c) and
Figure 5(d)). The reason is that at high value of Da
number the permeability of porous substrate is great and
under this condition when the value of k is high the fluid
conductivity is negligible, hence the transverse diffusion
of the clear fluid to the porous medium is more
significant and the temperature difference between the
fluid phases is high. On the other hand, for low value of
k the fluid conductivity is great and it is overcoming
mechanism of heat transfer.
3. 4. Nusselt Number
The fully developed
Nusselt number Introduce as a function of S, Da, Bi, and
k in Equation (63) Nusselt number variation with porous
substrate thickness for different value of Da number has
been shown in Figure 6. Moreover in this figure, the
changes in value of Bi and k from 0.1 to 10 have been
considered. Overall, by decreasing Da number and
increasing S, Nu number increases. This fact can be
explained by using the velocity distribution (Figure 4).
The maximum velocity in the clear region increases
when Da number declines or porous substrate thickness
grows. According to Reynolds analogy the Nu number
and the heat transfer will be increased [24-26]. Nusselt
number variation for k= 0.1 and Bi= 0.1is illustrated in
Figure 6(a). This figure can be divided into two regions.
In the first region, Nu increases monotonically with S
and reaches a maximum. In the second region,
Conversely, Nu number decline sharply by increasing S
value. Thus, there are extremum values of S in different
Da number in which the Nusselt numbers are
maximum. They are named the optimum Nusselt
thicknesses of the porous medium Sopt,Nu. For Da
numbers of 10-3, 10-4, 10-5 and 10-6 the values of Sopt,Nu
are 0.75, 0.85, 0.9 and 0.95. In Figure 6(b) the values of
k and Bi are respectively 0.1 and 10. The similar pattern
can be seen for Nu number and two regions have been
observed like Figure 6(a). Nu number is independent of
Da number until S=0.6 and after that it declines when
Da number increases. This becomes remarkable at
porous medium thickness more than 0.6. The Nu
number for k= 10 and Bi= 10 is depicted in Figure 6(d).
The striking point is that the trend of Nu number for
Da=10-3 is quite different in compare with other Da
numbers. Although, tow stages can be seen for the
variations of the Nu as a function of S at low value of
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Da number, for high value of Da number the Nusselt
number monotonically augments with porous medium
thickness.

The optimum Nusselt thicknesses of the porous medium
are 0.90, 0.95, 1 and 1 at Da numbers of 10-6, 10-5, 10-4
and 10-3, respectively.

(a) k=0.1, Bi=0.1

(b) k=0.1, Bi=10

(c) k=10, Bi=0.1

(d) k=10, Bi=10

Figure 5.Temperature distributions for fluid and solid phases for high Darcy number and S=0.9

(a) k=0.1, Bi=0.1

(b) k=0.1, Bi=10

(c) k=10, Bi=0.1

(d) k=10, Bi=10

Figure 6. Nusselt number versus porous thickness ratio
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4. CONCLUSION
In this paper the forced convection flow in a channel
partially filled with a porous material has been
investigated analytically. The lower wall of the channel
is insulated and constant heat flux is imposed on another
wall. Overally using porous media causes to improve
the heat transfer and this fact has been proofed by
privious researchs [31-32]. Other major results of the
present study are highlighted as following:
 Exact solutions were derived for temperature
distribution and Nusselt number as function of the
porous material thickness (S), thermal conductivity
ratio (k) and Darcy number (Da)
 In a constant value of k, the fluid temperature in the
clear region declines when the maximum velocity
increases result in the enhancement of the porous
thickness and the temperature difference between
two phases decreases when Bi increases.
 Two stages are observed for the variation of Nu
number versus S almost at all value of k and Bi. In
the first stage Nusselt number increases with S and it
reaches to the maximum. In the second stage, as S
further increases, the Nu number decreases.
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.در ایه پصيَص اوتقال حرارت جابجای اجباری در محیط متخلخل پارٌای درداخل کاوال مًرد بررسی قرار گرفتٍ است
.محیط متخلخل بصًرت وامتقارن در داخل کاوال ي بر ريی یک دیًارٌ قرار گرفتٍ است ي تا دیًارٌ دیگر گسترش مییابذ
 در ضمه جریان در.بریکمه ي عذم تعادل حرارتی برای حل معادالت سرعت ي اورشی بکار گرفتٍ ضذٌ است-مذل دارسی
 تًزبع سرعت برای محیط متخلخل وامتقارن بصًرت تحلیلی.داخل کاوال بصًرت تًسعٍ یافىٍ در وظر گرفتٍ ضذٌ است
،بذست آمذٌ است ي با حل معادالت اورشی عذد واسلت را تابعی از پارامترَای مختلف َمچًن ضخامت محیط متخلخل
 وتایج وطان میذَذ کٍ دمای سیال در قسمت بذين محیط متخلخل. عذد دارسی بذست آمذٌ است،ضریب َذایت حرارتی
 کاَص می یابذ ي با افسایص عذد بایًت اختالف،با افسایص ضخامت محیط متخلخل ي در مقذار ثابت َذایت حرارتی
 مقذار بُیىٍ عذد واسلت برای مقادیر مختلف عذد بایًت ي َذایت حرارتی محاسبٍ ضذٌ است.دمای دي فاز کاَص می یابذ
 عذد، بعاليٌ در ضخامت مطخص محیط متخلخل.ي مقذار واسلت بُیىٍ با ضخامت محیط متخلخل بذست آمذٌ است
.واسلت مستقل از عذد بایًت ي َذایت حرارتی است
doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2016.29.07a.00

